
General Introduction to Sangharakshita’s Seminars

Hidden Treasure

 

From the mid-seventies through to the mid-eighties, Urgyen Sangharakshita led many 
seminars on a wide range of texts for invited groups of Order members and Mitras. These 
seminars were highly formative for the FWBO/Triratna as Sangharakshita opened up for 
the still very young community what it might mean to live a life in the Dharma.

 

The seminars were all recorded and later transcribed. Some of these transcriptions have 
been carefully checked and edited and are now available in book form. However, a great 
deal of material has so far remained unchecked and unedited and we want to make it 
available to people who wish to deepen their understanding of Sangharakshita’s 
presentation of the Dharma. 

 

How should one approach reading a seminar transcription from so long ago? Maybe the 
first thing to do is to vividly imagine the context. What year is it? Who is present? We then 
step into a world in which Sangharakshita is directly communicating the Dharma. 
Sometimes he is explaining a text, at other times he is responding to questions and we 
can see how the emergence of Dharma teachings in this context was a collaborative 
process, the teaching being drawn out by the questions people asked. Sometimes those 
questions were less to do with the text and arose more from the contemporary situation 
of the emerging new Buddhist movement.  

 

Reading through the transcripts can be a bit like working as a miner, sifting through silt 
and rubble to find the real jewels. Sometimes the discussion is just a bit dull. Sometimes 
we see Sangharakshita trying to engage with the confusion of ideas many of us brought 
to Buddhism, confusion which can be reflected in the texts themselves. With brilliant 
flashes of clarity and understanding, we see him giving teachings in response that have 
since become an integral part of the Triratna Dharma landscape. 

 

Not all Sangharakshita’s ways of seeing things are palatable to modern tastes and 
outlook. At times some of the views captured in these transcripts express attitudes and 
ideas Triratna has acknowledged as unhelpful and which form no part of our teaching 
today. In encountering all of the ideas contained in over seventeen million words of 
Dharma investigation and exchange, we are each challenged to test what is said in the 
fire of our own practice and experience; and to talk over ‘knotty points’ with friends and 
teachers to better clarify our own understanding and, where we wish to, to decide to 
disagree.

 

We hope that over the next years more seminars will be checked and edited for a wider 
readership. In the meantime we hope that what you find here will inspire, stimulate, 
encourage - and challenge you in your practice of the Dharma and in understanding more 
deeply the approach of Urgyen Sangharakshita.


Sangharakshita’s Literary Executors and the Adhisthana Dharma Team

https://thebuddhistcentre.com/text/order-members
https://thebuddhistcentre.com/text/becoming-friend
https://www.windhorsepublications.com/sangharakshita-complete-works/
https://thebuddhistcentre.com/stories/ethical-issues/unhelpful-attitudes-and-ideas/


"The Chapter of the Snake" from the Sutta Nipata
Seminar held at "Pundarika" over five evenings in 1975

Seminar originally hand transcribed by Upasaka Mangala (early section) and Andy Weir. 
Typed by Dharmacharini Varasri and checked and contented by Dharmachari Silabhadra.

First produced July 1991.

[Please note that some corrections have been written into this seminar by hand.  The
alternative would have been retyping substantial parts of the text just to accommodate minor
changes.  Rather than wait even longer for this important seminar to be produced I have
decided to publish it "as is".  I hope that this does not interfere with your enjoyment of the
seminar -   Silabhadra]

CONTENTS

Page Topic

1/2      Introduction - THE SUTTA OF THE SNAKE.
2         Changing our skin.
4         The snake as Arahant/New Man.
5         'negative' terms in the Theravada.
6         Anatta - misuse of the language.
7         Translations of 'bhikkhu' - not 'monk'.
8         Pious art/Spanish religious art.
9         Plucking the passion   raga.
10       No reference to Stream Entrants   Bhikkhu = Buddha.
11       Rebirth of the Buddha with his entourage.
12       Suppression - conscious holding down.     "check"
13       Expression of anger.
14       The 'angry suit' of Herbert Spencer.
15/17     Dealing with/accepting anger.
17/18     Do Arahants feel wrath?
19        Concentrating energy.
20/24     Defining passion and passive.
25        Hacking rather than plucking.
25/26     Monks burning themselves.
26        No self-punishment in the Pali Canon.
27/28     Roots of Sunyata in the Pali Canon.    Pith.
29/31     Maha Sunyata.
31/32     Vittaka - discursive thought.
33        The tangle and the endless knot.
34        "All is unreal".
35        Yearning/anxiety.
36        Nivaranas/Hindrances.
37        Following rules.
38        The Sutta Nipata - Buddhism in its very early form.
40        The oral tradition.
41/42     Does one need culture?



43/44     Alms rounds - Socrates.
45        THE DHANIYA SUTTA BEGINS
46/47     The Text.
48/49     Who is Dhaniya.
50        The fertile mind.  Waste or barren mind.
51/52     Contrasting Dhaniya and the Buddha.
52        The Security in insecurity.
53/54     The Dharma as a raft.
55        Trull, Trollop/Gopi - Dhaniya's wife.
56/57          Blake's emanation, muse - your own 'wife' within Dakinis.  Recap so far.
58/59     More contrasting of the Buddha and Dhaniya.
59/63     Tying down 1) ideas and 2) people.
60        Not wanting to be tied down.
61        Keeping options open.
62/63     Three things in which we place security. Doubt and insecurity. 
          'The Great Doubt'.
63A       Keeping cows etc. in fields.
64        Bursting through   -   The one who sees.
65        Who is poor, who is rich.
65/68     Brahmacarya - its two meanings.
68        Homosexuals on single sex retreats.
68/70     Definition of neurotic sexuality/neurotic activity.
70/71     Mara appears.
72        It's your own mental state that counts.
73/74    Projection - Incomprehension of a different way of being.
75        Getting away from the family, especially in India.  Sadhus and            

Sanyassins.
76        Is Buddhism accessible to many householders?
(77/83)   Should people be shielded from the Buddha's words?
77/79     Keeping things within their context.
(80/85)   Misunderstandings inevitable without the spiritual community.
82        Communication requires meaning.
86        Accepting that you've done your best.
87        Looking back Bhante needed to be more outspoken.  Franciscans burned      

for following Christ's teaching.
          Being uncompromising.
89/92     THE SUTTA OF THE RHINOCEROS - The Text.
93/94     General impression of the Sutta.
93/94     Going forth alone.
95/96     "Long not for a son".  Choose friends wisely.
97        The one horn of the Rhinoceros/Unicorn.
98        Our best friends can be (spiritually) our worst enemies.
99        Bamboos.  Leaving home and household affairs.
100/101   Spiritual friends  -  If you can't find one stay alone.
102       Praising heartily - story of the King and the bangles.
103       Unnecessary talk - enjoyment - churning up of the mind.
104       Moving from disturbance to quiet.  Violent physical action incompatible with

meditation.
105/6          Other incompatibles such as alcohol, music and newspapers.



106       Three more verses.
107       The beauty of elephants.  Even the Buddha needed solitude.
108       The need for spiritual companionship with others and with oneself.
109       Relating to and being attracted to the FWBO as a group.
110       The Sun's kinsman - The Buddha.
111       Leaving wrong views and attaining the path.
112       Summary of the Sutta so far.
112/113   Knowledge based on direct experience.
114       Degrees of happiness.  Spiritual happiness - not looking for distraction.
115       Five more verses.
116       More verses.  Downcast eyes.
117       Symbolism of the yellow robe.
117/118   Not depending on things/people.
119       Three more verses.
120       The Lion's Roar, the lotus and the mud.
121       The final verses.
122/123   The Bodhisattva Ideal as a rationalisation for attachment.
124       Arahants and Bodhisattvas.
126/129   Can groups be positive.  Mobs - sense of solidarity.
129/131   THE BHARADVAJA SUTTA - The Text.
132       Comparing this and the Dhaniya Sutta.
133       Brahmins.
134       The text in English and Pali.
135/137   What is faith - The Two Faiths.
138/139   Thoughts on abortion/embryos/human beings/Buddhas.
          Faith - "Your own intuition of your own possibilities".
140/141   'tapas' - burning on fire with enthusiasm.
142/143   The yoke/The plough.
143/145   Hiri and Otapa - The two lokapalas.
146       Sati (mindfulness) of body and speech.
          Destroying with truth.
148       Virya.  You never turn back.
149       The fruit/crop of Nirvana.
150       Recap. of the sutta so far.  The Buddha is offered rice milk.
151/152   Rice milk poured into water and it seethes and hisses.
          Food won from chanting hymns.
153       Rejecting religious service as a source of income.
154       No justification demanded in return for giving money to bhikkhus.
155       The milk is poured away.  A change in the nature of food if it is offered.
156/158   Vibrations in prepared food.  The importance of the preparer of food.
159       The meritorious effect of begging.  Traditions of begging.
160       "Payment".
161       Bharadvaja goes for Refuge.
162/163   Stock endings to suttas - "just as a man might set up a thing overturned...." etc.
164/165   'horripilation'   The shock of the Dharma.
166/167   The concluding verse.
168       More comparisons with Dhaniya.
169       A jolt from outside.
170/171   A healthy need for appreciation.



171/172   THE CUNDA SUTTA - The Text.
173       The Buddha is asked many questions in Pali Texts.
173/174   Samana/Shramana/Brahmana - Definitions.
174/175   Sramana Brahmana - dual ideal - Grehastas.
176       The source of the Vedas.
177       Development of the bhikkhus from the sramanas.

          Development of the upasakas from the brahmanas.
178       Upasaka/bhikkhu.  Technical difference - not always in practice.
          "Lifestyle relatively insignificant".
          New term needed for one who goes for Refuge.
179       Different lifestyles - all have gone for Refuge.

Epithets of the Buddha - Charioteer.
180       The Kalyana Mitra - side by side with you.
180/181   The esoteric refuges - The Guru as Buddha.
182       Absolute surrender to a teacher?
183       The Yidam as Dharma.

          The Dakini as Sangha.
183/185   What is the Dakini?
185/189   The Buddha explains the four kinds of sramana - Arahant, Way Teacher, Way

Farer and Fraud of Way.
189       The verse structure.
190       Concluding verse.
191       The need for different kinds of upasaka/Order Member.
192       Different types of wanderers in India.
193       Free life/Spiritual life?
194       Being discriminating with so many teachers in the West.
194       NEW TOPIC - Discussion on the Order so far and planning the 8th

anniversary.
195/196   Changes over 8 years - Upasaka Vangisa's reflections.

The breakthrough.
196       The first mention of the "Higher Evolution" in 1950.
197      A blur in class distinction, ideas of the 10th anniversary.
198       Sudatta (an old senior Order Member) - the age of Order members.
199       The rise and fall of other movements.
200       The growth of the FWBO.
201       Bhante's visit to the Buddhist Society at the age of 16/18.

          Early celebrations - Wesak.
202       Keeping in touch with the general public - not "in-house".
203/204   Lectures/Interview for "Resurgence".
204/206   Upasaka Asvajit's reflections.  Organisation/No Organisation?
207       Consumer mentality in the Order/early Movement.
208/209   "New" ideas - Right Livelihood, solitary retreats, vegetarianism.
209       An unforeseen development - single sex activities.
210       Men and women.
211       Different degrees of sexual stimulation for men and women.
212       Neurosis in homosexual relationships.
212/213   Feminine/Masculine Male/Female.
          Three factors - Common idea, common practice, single sex.
214/215   Squatting/forming a Housing Association.



216       Order members cease to be women or men - rising above conditioning.
217/218   Is it natural for women to "depend".  Is it more difficult for women.  Men in

competition.
218/219        The confusion from the Women's Liberation Movement.
219            Rampant Micchaditthis.
220       Increasing dynamism.
221       The total opposition of the FWBO to society at large.
222       Christianity, the family, extended family communities.
223       A lay order.  Christianity and Buddhism again.
224       Increasing importance in the arts.  The Artist.
225       A knowledge of Christianity etc.  The 39 articles.
226       Christian missionaries in India.
227       Refusing to accept Christianity and the reasons.
228/229   Moving away from Eastern Buddhism.
230/231   'Radical' from the word 'root' - the fundamentals.

Differences in comparison with other Buddhist groups.
231/233   THE PARABHAVA SUTTA - The Text.
234       Introduction - Parabhava.  "Downfall".
235       A lover of the Dharma progresses.
235/236   Spiritual Friendship.
237       Brahmachari, Dharmachari, Bodhichari.
238/239   Support of parents.
240/241   English people and loneliness/sociability.
242       Coming into the Friends in teenage years.

          "Dukkha" is not suffering.
243/244   You don't have to 'go through it'.
244/245   Speaking the truth, taking care in communication.
246       False/legendary accounts of Bhante's life.
247      The poor relations (of the rich) - generosity/sharing of food in India.
248/249   Adultery, Fidelity as a sign of mental health - contentment.
250       Eroticism.
251       Chasing lost youth.  Old men and young wives.
252/253   Corrupt kings/people in positions of power.  Ambition.
254       The Final Verse - Impressions.
255  Why is the sutta addressed to a devi?  Translation of 'Parabhava'. 

Devaraja and Formenterra.
256       You can fall back.
257       Having close friends from a smaller circle in the Order.
258       Getting to know someone really well.

General chatter and talk about the new rupa for the West London Centre.


